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Assessment: 

I’ve decided to start working early on my final product, meaning that all of the research 

and work done outside of mentor visits and observations will be solely towards getting my final 

product completed, which is a continuation of my original work. For my final product it will be the 

actual fully written pilot episode of a television series I wish to create along with a full-fledge 

pitch that I will present at the final showcase. But in order to get busy writing the script, I still 

have a bit of ways to go. While the story bible I created as my original work does an efficient job 
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in guiding the story, it is not yet more clearly defined in its conflict and characters, which as most 

people know are the two most fundamental elements of any story. This week in the process of 

my final product I worked on refining my story bible using the legwork from various screenwriters 

through examining their work. This will benefit me in the formulation of a seasoned screenplay. 

Just as the ISM program requires its students to research their fields, writing a TV show 

requires its showrunners to do research on the subject area beforehand. One thing that really 

stuck out was the advice to let your subject talk especially when a television show is influenced. 

A side note on that is to remember inspired doesn’t mean directly from as it is too personal into 

someone else’s life. In the case study presented with the show Scandal, Judy Smith was the 

inspiration behind the main character and entire premise. What was suppose to be a half a hour 

meeting between Smith and the showrunner became nearly four hours. By even just listening -- 

sometimes not taking notes -- you can form more questions, hypothetical situations, and really 

start to form the story in your head. For my research on my show about child actors, I started by 

watching archival audition of famous actors when they were children. In spite that this was just a 

few videos, I already feel like I have so much more insight. Along with the research, you also 

have to personalize your characters. It’s funny that like you dress up Barbies and create a story 

whenever you were playing with them as a kid, you are doing the same thing on a bigger scale. 

Give each of your characters interesting backstories. What would they talk about if they went to 

therapy? What don’t they know about themselves? This is something I’ve done in my story 

bible, but it could be further improved. Lastly, make the characters harmonize. Just as every 

band member plays a different instrument, ever ensemble member must play a different part in 

the overall premise. They make the action, not simply react to a situation. All of these aspects 

combine to create one big fascinating character that you are invested in. 
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But even more than characterization, the biggest building-blocks of any tale is intention 

and obstacle, otherwise “somebody wants something and something is in their way”. It needs to 

solid and urgent in order for the audience to get invested in seeing how it plays out. Introduce it 

immediately and make it clear to understand. Learning this, this is definitely something I’ve been 

trying to improve with somewhat success. I may need to rewrite some of the episode outlines to 

make sure they are more character-driven than event-driven. Get into the mindsets of each 

character and clearly define their goals and their tribunals to reach that goal. One case study I 

looked into was the film The Social Network. Of course making a story around a real-life 

character makes it easier, but it doesn’t necessarily constitute the drama. Just when you look at 

the history and seeing the lawsuits Zuckerberg faced, you can arrive at the most obvious 

answer that it is the conflict. But what is even more interesting is that the conflict itself further 

intensifies the character’s persona and vice versa. Although the Zuckerberg in the movie may 

not be like the actual Zuckerberg, with the story and its potential, the character took on a life of 

its own that diverged from their real-life counterpart. 

Overall, hearing these creators and their processes to build their story has allowed me to 

synchronize the information given to the story I am trying to shape. Studying other works allows 

me to identify to best features of them and hopefully implant them into the tales I tell. From this 

information, I have been revising my original work again by adding to their bios and redoing 

story arcs of each episodes. Although it is still in a construction phase I am happy where it is 

going. I know that despite the tediousness, it will all come to together into a carefully crafted 

final product. 


